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WHO WEARE PHOTOGRAPHER Priscilla Bartleman photographer@theotherpress. ca 
The Other Press has been Douglas College's student newspaper since 1976. 
Since 1978 we have been an autonomous publication, independent of the 
student union . Today we are registered society under the Society Act of 
British Columbia, governed by an eight-person board of directors appointed 
by and from our staff. Our bead office is located in the New Westminster 
campus . 
The Other Press is published weekly during the fall and winter semesters , 
and monthly during the summer. We receive our funding from a student 
2 
levy collected through tutition fees every semester at registration, and from 
local and national advertising revenue. The Other Press is a member of the 
Canadian University Press (CUP) , a syndicate of student newspapers that 
includes papers from all across Canada. 
The Other Press reserves the right to choose what we will publish , and we 
will not publish material that is hateful , obscene, or condones or promotes 
illegal activities. Submissions may be edited for clarity and brevity if 
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Pan sexy 
I'm in love with Mary Jane. 
She's my main thing. 
She makes me feel alright. 
She makes my heart sing 
-Rick James, "Mary Jane" 
Winners do drugs 
Anyone familiar with the internal dynamics 
here at The Other Press knows that there's 
not a hell of a lot that me and sports editor 
Garth McLennan agree on. Discussions on 
politics, arts, even the quality of food at 
Boston Pizza all end with us disagreeing (I'm 
telling you, Garth, Boston Pizza is shit). But 
reading Garth's articles this week, I see there 
is something we definitely agree on: Michael 
Phelps is getting a raw deal. 
This whole thing is just another case of 
how marijuana has become a cause for moral 
panic in the States. The world's most harmless 
narcotic, even more harmless than alcohol 
or tobacco, is what a bloodthirsty media is 
going to use to bury this poor guy. Never 
mind how half of Major League Baseball is 
juicing, or how golfer John Daly still smokes 
on tour; they're still free to make millions 
on endorsements and record salaries, but if 
an athlete heralded as a national hero not six 
months ago dares to hit the bong, off with his 
head! 
And now the poor guy's getting 
investigated by the police in the state where his 
"crime" took place, South Carolina. I mean, 
really, South Carolina; between your history of 
slavery, a below-average economy and being 
the birthplace of luminaries like Andy Dick, 
you already don't have much to be proud of. If 
I were the South Carolina Board of Tourism, 
I'd be playing up the fact that a real goddamn 
American hero chose that state to cut loose. I 
mean, really, what else does that place have to 
draw tourists? Hog farms? 
And if Americans had any sense, everyone 
would be stoked that this happened. Just 
think of how beneficial this is to all involved: 
Kellogg's shouldn't have cut Phelps off for 
this, they should start a new ad campaign about 
how their cereals make perfect munchies. 
America's athletic societies should think 
about what else Phelps can do. With his giant 
swimmer's lungs and taste for the sticky-icky, 
he could be entered in the annual Cannabis Cup 
in Amsterdam (hell, then maybe the Americans 
would have a chance against Canada and 
Mexico). USA Swimming should be the most 
excited party in this situation; now Michael 
Phelps has made swimming cool for a second 
time. Yeah, winning eight medals is pretty cool, 
but the kids will really think he's badass now. 
Oh, and Michael Phelps should be pretty 
stoked, too; he got to get high. 
So, Michael, if you ever get sick of the 
media in your home country vilifying you for 
having one taste of that sweet cheeba cheeba ... 
feel free to make a trip up north. After all, 
Canada could use a ringer on our swim team, 
and I got a killer hook up with this guy who 
sells Purple Kush. 
Your friend in high fidelity, 
Liam Britten 
Editor-in-Chief 
The Other Press 
Asexy Day n Campus 
Say what sexy?? Confused as to what these two terms mean? Join Justin 
and Helen on the concourse at the New West Campus, Tuesday February 
17th, and get an update on the latest prefixes to modern sexuality. 








Wr~p .UP ·. 
By Matthew Steinbach, News' Editor 
Upcoming "Rec: Your Life" Activities 
on February 18th there will be a table tennis 
competition in the multisport room 1313 
from 1:3~3:30 p.m. at the New Westminster 
Campus. 
Intramurals also begin again on 
February 20th at New West, and March 4'h at 
' the David Lam C~pus .. 
"Rec Your Life" ~s a program offered 
by qte Centre for Sport, ~ecreation, and 
Wellness for students who are looking for 
mo~e physical activities to take part in on 
campus. They also offer a workout gym and 
other regular services as well. 
4 
Stuqents pay $30 a semester in their 
student fees to make these activities free. 
Woodlands, a facility for mentally ' 
handicapped children., burned down last 
summer, and the Douglas College Theatre 
Program will be remembering the tragedies 
and apuses that happened there at the school 
from 195~1996 next month in a new play 
entitled Imperfect. 
1 There will also be a companion photo 
exhibit in March as well in the Amelia 
Douglas Gallery entitled Dead and Buried: 
The Cemetery at Woodlands by photographer 
Michael de Courcy. 
There will also be some classroom 
discussions organized as well on campus for 
those who wish to learn more. 
Climate change speaker comes to Douglas 
Botanist Richard Joseph Hebda is coming to 
Douglas College to talk to students, faculty, 
and staff about Climate Change. Admission 
is free and the event will occur on February 
24th from 11-12 p.m. in room 2203 at the 
New WestJilllnster campus. 
Pink lliangle Day 
The Pride Collective at Douglas College will 
be in the concourse on February l9'h from 9 
a.m. to 6 p.m. They will be there to discuss 
Pink Triangle Day's history with fellow 
students and to proll).ote their collective on 
campus by handing out pamphlets. 
To learn more, visit their table on the 
day or their qtnce in the Douglas Students' 
Union building at the New Westminster 
Campus during office hours. 
i 
Dent_a~ s~udents "bridge". the .. distance, 
By Shaylee Perez 
Associate News Editor 
The Dental Assisting snide!:lts at Douglas. c;:onege are asking their fellow students and staff to help them, help others. They are currently 
fundraising t'o bankroll a humanitarian trip to Masa,ka, 
Uganda where they will join the staff at Masaka regional 
hospital's dental clinic beginning o~ April 20'h for four · 
weeks. t 
The students will be assisting staff in providing 
care full-time, travelling to smaller towns to promote 
a preventative approach to dental health, and leaving 
teachers with educative materials . . 
· Though absolutely all dental disease is preventative, and grinds plus whole beans, organic tea, cocoa and dark 
most in Masaka don't make it through their teens with · · ~ot chocolate available for sale as well. 
a full set of,teeth. Accprding to Debbie McCloy, one .· , To qffset the costs of their flights, they are asking 
of the coordinators with the prograiJ::t, the front teeth . for donations of RBC A vi on· point~. As an alternative, 
and chewing molars are the first to dete~orate and if if anyone has Air Mites points they can use them•to 
chewing is hindered the individua\ cannot absorb all the pur<;hase small items to be used for door prizes or in the 
nutrients. they ne~d. silent auction. This is also a great way tb use holiday 
Due to a lack offunds and dental health· workers the pfesehts that have been gathering dust on the shelf. 
majorlty of dentistry {>erformed in Masaka is emergency . The group ex{>\liins that there i~ a dire need for door . 
care. The goal of the program is to instil a sustainable .\ prizes along with any dental supplies that can be spared. 
!~vel of preventative care. When asked what inspires Pencils and erasers and of course cash donations are also 
the students to take pah in this trip, Katrina Gardner being accepted. 
replied ''I'm excited fo~ the new experience, and to learn All dentists in the community are urged to ':clean , 
new processes, such as the added steps from not hruving cupbo!lrds" -donate any materials in their office that 
access to running water." are not in use but still viable, such as 2x2 gauze, cotton 
"It's an amazing opportunity, something I wouldn't rolls, res~orative materia7,,rubber dam materials an~ I 
have done on my own~ to go and \give b~9k," said Nicole root• canal ~upplies. 1 , 
Davie, anoth~r Dental' Assisting stude~t! , . ' The program is also hosting a pub ~ght, on,March · ' 
If the trip proves· to be a s'u't>cess, the plan i~ to · 7~ti. at the Cat and Fiddle to help raise funds. Tickets 
continue 1the initiative; with teams that ln,clude'other , ' are$ ~2 and include guests' choice of burger and fries 
Health Stiences students .'The stl}den'ts, who will have or pasta and drink. There will be dancing, ~l tables, 
to pay for any portion of their trip that fundraising fele~ision~ door prizes and a 50/50 draw open to all as 
may not COVer, hav~ been ~orking hard sel!itig Purdy's well. I ' ' 1 ' ' 
chocolates,at Cliristmas, Villentih'e's pay and will be . ' \ Please contact Debbie ,McCloy at,604.527 .5092 or 
selling again at Easter in the concourse. Thoughout th~ mccloy4f'@douglas.bc.ca for more information or to set 
year ~ey h~ve a wide. variety of o\ganic fair trade coffee' up a donati~ri. . ' 
·One-year pou n.tdown to Olym.p'iCS 
held at R~chniond : Ovai · · · · 
By Wendy A. Case 
T he Countdown to 2010 event marking one year , remaining ·until the start of the Vancouver 2010 Olympics at the Richmond Olympic Oval went 
off without a hitch last Thursday. , 
Starting with a message from 'Oakdale Junior 
School students in London1 England to their pen pals 
in Vancouver the theme of the event was all about 
connections. 
Shortly after 5 p.m. , the Mayor of Richmond, 
Malcolm Brodie , introduced the event. Much ~f his 
speech focused upon the Olympic speed skating oval. 
"The Oval will be one of the premiere venues for 
I . 
the 2010 Olympics," said Brodie. "Richmond is ready to 
welcome the world." 
His speech was followed by a performance by the 
Showstoppers, a Richmond music and dance troupe, and 
a performance of the Musqueam Warrior Song. 
John Furlong came onstage to warn the attendees 
that there is onJy one year left ~ore the Vancouver 
2010 Olympics. 
"We're at the la~t lap, the final bell," he said before 
formally introducing Canadian10lympic gold-medalist, 
Cindy Klassen. Klassen welcomed her fellow Olympians 
and Paralympians, and cheers of approval met Simon 
Whitfiel~'s bearing of a Canadian flag from Parliament 
Hill . After the Olympians and Paralympi<lfs left the 
stage, members of the International Olympic Committee 
and the Vancouver Olympic Committee took to it. 
, Jacques Rogge made the official invitation 
I to the world to participate in the 21" Olympiad in 
Vancouver, Canada. The invitation is' usually issued 
from Switzerland but was done differently for the 2010 
Olympics. This was followed by the presentation of 
Hudson's Bay blankets to representatives from foreign 
Olympic committees . 
From there a choir, the Showstoppers, and some of 
British Columbia's own figure skaters sang "0 Canada" 
and unfurled a large Canadian flag. The crowd even 
joined in for the bilingual rendition. The performers 
skated, danced, and sang with the three Vancouver 2010 
mascots, Miga, Quatchi, and Sumi . 
Finally, at 5:58p.m., the countdown itself began. 
The crowd joined in at the 20-second count until \the 
confetti spewed at 6:00p.m. officially declaring the one-
year mark before the 2010 Olympic Games. 
Centre for Recreation and Well ness maintains 
loyal following 
By Shaylee Perez 
Associate News Editor 
Healthy living; what does it mean to you? To George Hunt and Donn 
Richardson, both aged 76, it has meant 
meeting every Tuesday and Thursday 
at Douglas College's Centre for 
Recreation and Wellness over the last 
22 years. 
"It's not the number of years in 
your life, it's the amount of life in your 
years," opines Richardson. 
In addition to the 45 minute run 
the two also use the machines in the 
gym for 45 minutes. They both also 
run regularly every Saturday morning 
before heading to IHOP for some well-
deserved pancakes. 
The two say keeping fit has 
changed their entire outlook on life, and 
continues to make life more fun. 
"If you keep up the routine it isn't 
bad to stay with it, but once you drop 
off it's hard to come back," said Hunt. 
"It is harder to come back, but that 
doesn't mean you can't do it!" adds 
Richardson. 
Before frequenting the Centre 
for Well ness and Recreation along 
with a larger group of friends, some 
of whom they still run with regularly, 
Hunt and Richardson were members 
of the local YMCA's Senior Men's 
class. When the YMCA closed down 
in 1985 due to funding issues, they 
tried a few other centres until the group 
decided on Douglas College, finding 
the environment more positive and 
welcoming. 
Throughout their lives, Richardson, 
a retired commercial Pilot and former 
Director of Aviation Licensing, and 
Hunt, a retired poultry farmer, have 
managed to keep their health and 
fitness a priority. 
In fact, Richardson's dedication 
to fitness played an integral role in his 
swift recovery from prostate cancer 
in 2003. Though he was not always 
this committed to sticking with a 
routine in his early years of raising a 
family and building a strong career, he 
explained that after seeing the decline 
in his wellness, he was motivated to 
make a change. He experienced such 
an improvement in his quality of life 
that he never looked back. In fact, 
Richardson is still passing his bi-yearly 
medical check-ups, and holds a valid 
pilot's license to this day 
Hunt is still living on the farm and 
continues to do work there. He gets out 
to ski once a week at Cypress or Baker, 
and has also participated in numerous 
Sun Runs over the years with his 19-
year-old granddaughter, Leila. 
Both agree that while enforcing 
the regimen takes discipline, it is much 
easier to work out with a group or with 
a partner keeping you focused. Not 
only has that kept their health on track, 
it has also kept their friendship strong 
all these years. 
All fitness classes from 11:35-1:25 
p.m. are open free to Douglas College 
students and staff in New Westminster 
Campus room 1313, Monday to Friday. 
Pinetree Community Centre is also 
open to David Lam students and staff. 
For more information, visit www. 
douglas.bc.ca/csrw/recreation. 
Rail for the Valley uses Facebook to gain 
''tremendous support'' 
news editor I~a~~ear support 
has exploded 
for the Rail 
for the Valley 
citizen initiative, which aims to bring a 
public light rail line to the South Fraser 
Valley between Surrey to Abbottsford 
and Chilliwack. The Other Press spoke 
to John Buker, one of the leaders ofthe 
"tremendous public support throughout 
the valley ... especially in Abbottsford 
and Chilliwack," and during the 
municipal elections the team "gained 
a bunch of support" from municipal 
politicians. 
Buker did admit that there is "not 
strong provincial support," but his 
group is "going to get a stance from 
all candidates" before the election is 
through, which they believe could solve 
u There is 'not strong provincial support/ but his group is going to 
get a stance from all candidmes' before the election is through n 
group. 
According to Buker, Rail for 
the Valley began after "I took a trip 
to Europe ... [I] could get around 
everywhere without a car." Upon 
his return he immediately began a 
campaign over Facebook. 
When asked why he chose 
Face book, he explained that he just 
thought that it would be a good place 
for him to help create the campaign. 
However, he did admit there was a 
lot he didn't know about at the time 
regarding how much attention his plight 
would receive through the networking 
site. 
However, through Facebook, Rail 
for the Valley has been able to gain 
the provincial issue. 
They have also expanded their 
mandate with this upcoming election 
to include the new proposed 10 lane 
Port Mann Bridge. They want to see 
some light rail as a part of this project 
as they see this as a "vital" part of 
a "sustainable rail infrastructure" 
in the future . Buker said that this 
proposal merely deals with cars 
without considering any transportation 
alternatives. 
More information about upcoming 
events can be found at www. 
railforthevalley.com 
Students' Union holds first pub 
night since big fight 
By ·Matthew Steinbach 
News Editor 
0 n February 5'h, the Douglas Students' Union (DSU) held its first pub night 
since October due to some rather 
extraordinary events. 
Geoff Lenahan, treasurer for the 
DSU, explained that the last pub night 
in October of 2008 saw a group of 
non-students crash the party. When 
these non-students were asked to 
leave, they went out to their car and 
police cars arrived. 








the ruckus , 
car and came back with empty beer bottles and mace" 
and mace 
and began attacking members of the 
college 's baseball team. 
At the same moment there was 
another incident inside that required 
the party's own security to deal 
with , so campus security had to deal 
with the situation until the New 
Westminster police force could arrive. 
Lenahanreportedthataboutfive 
however, the baseball team's suspension 
has since been overturned when it came 
to light that they were attacked first . 
The DSU also began filing a formal 
report to determine what actually 
occurred at the time. 
According to Lenahan this process 
dragged on and when they were ready 
to begin planning their next pub night 
they waited until January because of the 
weather. 
The DSU has a long histor) of providing 
cheap puh nights at Douglas College even 
he fore they had their own huilding they 
used to host them monthly in the school's 
cafe-teria. 
This tradition died off in recent years 
hecause of the DSU's financial '' \lCS. These 
woes h;l\ e he en e\acerhated hy the tact that 
they arc currently in a state of receivcrslup. 
and so the gruup no longer controls their 
timmces. Puh nights ha\e only returned in the 
last couple of years to Douglas College. 
Winter Grad a time for students, 
a time for the college 
By Matthew Steinbach, News 
Editor 
0 n February IO'h, over 550 students graduated from Douglas joining a total 
of about 33 ,000 people who have 
finished their degrees and diplomas at 
the institution over the years. 
One of the College's staffers on 
hand was Kyle Baillie, manager for 
the Office of New Students. His office 
is responsible for recruiting many of 
the students who graduated on the 
6 
lO'h. Baillie explained that "seeing 
students moving along ... is gratifying 
and our reason for being here ." 
Susan Witter, president of 
Douglas College , spoke directly to the 
graduates. She took a more critical 
view of what graduation means. She 
explained that upon their graduation 
that grads need to commit to being 
"social[ly] responsible citizens." 
She also used this chance to 
discuss the current dire economic 
situation and how this will affect the 
college system in the future . Witter 
states that this school is "committed 
[financially] to students ," and that 
the system will now be even more 
"crucial" in helping local people 
suffering job loss become retrained 
and better educated. She expanded 
on this to by explaining that these 
changes will make the college 
stronger in the future as it will mean 
more financial assistance from the 
provincial government for education. 
The next graduation is set for 
June of 2009. 
News Shorts 
By Matthew Steinbach, News Editor 
British 
Columbia 
Environmental group opposes Plutonic 
Power project 
The BC Creek Protection Society wants 
British Columbians to band together to 
temporarily halt the Plutonic Power project. 
The project would see a new dam built 
at Bute Inlet on the BC coast. In a recent 
press release by the group they state that 
this plan "would dam and divert 17 streams 
and rivers." 
Currently the project is going through 
an environmental assessment; however, the 
group is concerned about opportunities for 
BC citizens to have their voice heard on the 
matter. They're concerned that "the remote 
locations of the meetings will discourage 
public participation in the assessment 
process." 
SFU to ditch buses? 
According to a recent report on Global 
BC, SFU may no longer use the public 
transportation system to bring students 
to the Burnaby campus. Instead they are 
investigating the possibility of creating 
a gondola system similar to the Peak to 
Peak system at Blackcomb/Whistler, which 
would take students from the Production 
Way station all the way up to the top of the 
campus. 
This is currently just a proposal but it 
has gained support from some local area 
politicians including Burnaby's mayor. 
However, specific details such as cost and 
feasibility are yet to be worked out. The 
goal of the gondola plan is to stop snow 
closures of the campus, which occurred 
most recently on the last day of exams 
during the fall semester. 
. ----·- ---- ----- - -- - -------~------~-----------------------------. 
Flatten the hill at the New West campus 
By Siavash Emamzadeh 
Look, I know exercise is good, but the climb up to and into Douglas College 's New 
Westminster Campus is insane. This 
is coming from a guy who exercises 
regularly and avoids daily intake of 
junk food . 
For those of you unfamiliar with 
the New West campus, here's a picture: 
As soon as you step off of the 
SkyTrain premises, a nice juicy slope 
greets you. There, in the far distance, 
awaits Douglas College , sitting 
comfortably in its fixed position. 
You' ve got to scale this hill all the way 
past a traffic light and cross the street 
a couple of times until you 've arrived. 
But that 's where the real nastiness 
begins; there are like a million stairs to 
ascend outside of the college and it's 
deja vu inside the campus. 
Being a C+ physics student, I'm 
privileged with a basic knowledge of 
how the world works. As a result, I 
know that your backpack-compounded 
weight and the ground's friction (and 
possibly the wind) require a great 
amount of walking strength. That 
means the heavier your backpack is, the 
more difficult it is to walk. And since 
this is a college we're talking about, 
you' re required to carry a whole lot of 
textbooks and whatnot . 
But wait, there 's more! Once 
you manage to get up the stairs to the 
entrance, almost crawling, you're met 
with another set of stairs to get to the 
second floor. And they're not short 
steps; they' re wide and tall steps made 
for the likes of the Incredible Hulk. 
Now, anyone who's taken a math 
or physics class knows that you need 
to bring heavy textbooks to class every 
day. Well, what do you know? Math 
and Physics classes are on the top 
floors! 
Here 's another problem: going 
up the hill and stairs leads to profuse 
sweating. 
Naturally, being a considerate 
person, I don't look favourably upon 
leaving a puddle of sweat on class 
chairs, but do I have a choice? I don't 
even shed like this after I've been under 
cats-and-dogs-like rain (and that's 
saying a lot, if you know Vancouver). 
Plus, if the professor ever calls 
upon me and every head turns in my 
direction, the water works could be 
interpreted as anxiety from some kind 
offoul play. It's not a pretty sight, I'll 
tell you that much. 
Finally, there is the psychological 
effect. Doesn't the sequence of getting 
to the campus by riding the SkyTrain, 
descending stairs and then an escalator 
create one basic feeling? I think it 
promotes a sense of relaxation. Think 
about it: resting on a nice and comfy 
SkyTrain seat, lulled by the gentle 
cradling, then letting gravity do the 
work as you go down stairs and are 
carried by an escalator. 
Then, like a teasing horror flick, 
you're met with a terrifying contrast: 
the never ending hill. It's enough to 
give you a headache and ruin your 
whole day. In fact , I'm convinced that 
if they get rid of the hill and somehow 
Campbell pulls the wool over our eyes again 
By Garth Mclennan 
W ell , it looks like B.C. Premier Gordon Campbell is up to his old tricks again . 
As part of his new deficit spending 
program that is meant to inject some 
life into the B .C. economy, Campbell 
came out and loudly proclaimed that 
he and all his cabinet ministers would 
be taking self-imposed ten per cent pay 
cuts to help cut back costs. 
At first glance, this appears to be a 
significant chunk of change. However, 
it works out to being just another truth-
distorting public relations scheme. 
When you take a look at the fine print, 
it turns out that Campbell and the rest 
of his cabinet are indeed taking ten per 
cent pay cuts. However, the cut only 
applies to their bonus pay, not their 
base salary. I guess Campbell forgot to 
mention that at his press conference. 
The annual salary for a B.C. 
MLA is about $100,000. All cabinet 
ministers get fifty percent of that in 
bonus pay. For Campbell, as premier, 
there is a ninety per cent bonus. So if 
you only remove ten per cent of the 
bonus money, then the average cabinet 
member only loses $5,000 per year. 
That works out to just a 3 .3 per cent cut 
in total pay. For Campbell, who brings 
in approximately $190,000 per year, 
the pay reduction amounts to only 4 .7 
per cent of his salary. Wow, I guess the 
public didn't need to know that. 
Now I know this is tough to 
swallow, but don't worry, members of 
Campbell's government will have to 
somehow survive on the raises of up 
to 43 per cent that they voted to give 
themselves last August, and a 54 per 
cent pay hike for Campbell himself. 
If you ' re shaking your head at 
this point, you shouldn't be surprised. 
Sneaky tricks and out-of-touch 
decisions are becoming Campbell's 
specialty. 
Those massive pay raises that 
Campbell awarded to himself and other 
high-ranking Liberals were announced 
right at the beginning of the 2008 
Summer Olympic Games in a weak 
attempt to hide the unpopular raises 
from the public. 
One of the enduring controversies 
of 2008 for the Campbell government 
was the introduction of the now 
infamous Carbon Tax that was brought 
in at a time when gas prices were 
at a record high. Aside from being 
ridiculously unfair and painful for 
drivers, Campbell proved to be one 
of the province's biggest hypocrites 
shortly after the tax was brought in. 
With British Columbians screaming 
at him to remove the tax, Campbell, 
wearing his customary smug, 
condescending smile, continued to 
spout off about how green he was 
while at the same time completely 
ignoring complaints about many of 
the biggest polluters in heavy industry 
level the whole place up , there is going 
to be less fatigue and therefore higher 
GPAs, mark my words! Otherwise, it 
would benefit students if there were 
water stops on the way to the college, 
like marathons. The college 's design 
engineers should hand out the water. 
In conclusion, here 's some advice: 
the next time you meet some veteran 
mountain climbers, tell them you go to 
the campus and in no time, they ' ll be 
hailing you like you've climbed Everest 
blindfolded. 
being exempt from the tax. He then 
topped it off by flying to Beijing for the 
Olympics in a carbon spewing private 
jet. 
The Vancouver Olympics have 
been another public relations beater for 
Campbell . Now, I'm as big an Olympic 
fan as anybody, but even the most die-
hard fans have to question some of 
Campbell's numbers. Campbell is still 
arrogantly maintaining that the Games 
will cost just $600 million in total, this 
despite the fact that the cost for the 
new Olympic sliding centre in Whistler 
came back at $100 million on its own. 
Come on, Gordo, even you can do 
better than that. 
While spending into a deficit isn't 
necessarily a bad thing to jumpstart 
the dead slow economy, Campbell 
was telling everyone who would listen 
just two months ago that B.C. would 
never go into a deficit on his watch. We 
should all just forget that one, right, 
Gordo? 
Campbell better smarten up, and 
fast. The public isn't nearly as stupid 
as he seems to think we are and if he 
keeps forgetting that, he could very 
well lose the election in three months 
and find himself out of a job. 
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Green tea-not just 
for old biddies and 
Japanese restaurants 
By Natalie Nathanson 
G reen tea is more than just something to sip on. It has been proven to be beneficial 
to your health in many ways. Having 
one third the amount of caffeine as a 
cup of coffee, it is refreshing and light 
in taste. 
High in polyphenols and 
antioxidants, green tea has many 
potential health benefits. In numerous 
studies, green tea extracts were shown 
to inhibit the growth of many different 
types of cancer cells, while other 
studies have shown that regular green 
tea drinkers are less likely to develop 
cancer. It has also been suggested it can 
be an aid in cardiovascular health and 
lowering a person's cholesterol rate . 
According to a Case Western Reserve 
University School of Medicine study, 
antioxidants in green tea may prevent 
and reduce the severity of rheumatoid 
arthritis . 
Green tea is also believed to 
increase metabolism, resulting in 
weight loss when consumed on a 
regular basis. It's also been suggested 
that green tea can kill the bacteria 
that causes dental plaque. As far as 
frequency goes, four to five cups a 
day or roughly a cup with every meal 
seems to be ideal. 
Many studies looked to the 
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Japanese, who, despite 75 per cent of 
their population smoking regularly, 
also have the longest longevity rate. 
The culture of Japanese drinking 
green tea on a regular basis is what is 
believed to have provided them with 
long, cancer-free lives. 
But this tea isn't just good for your 
inner body, it can even help you on the 
outside as well . A study in Germany 
concluded that green tea, when applied 
to the skin for ten minutes, three times 
a day could help people with damaged 
skin from radiation therapy. 
Personally, when I finish my 
delicious cup of tea, I take the tea bag 
and rub it on my face. It's goes on hot 
and wet, which then cools and I find it 
leaves my skin feeling refreshed and 
very soft! Cheesy, I know, and would 
look weird in public, but in the comfort 
of your own home, give it a try! 
I know you would need to have 
three cups of green tea to make up for 
that one cup of early morning coffee 
we all desperately need to wake up in 
the morning, but how about it? Maybe 
a cup to go with lunch or dinner? 
Given the information, I think it might 
be worth it . Ready to turn over a new 
leaf? 
Student unions and the 
CFS are the burden 
By Nikalas Kryzanowski, Opinions 
Editor 
What does the Canadian Federation of Students (CFS) have to do with you? 
This is the umbrella organization under 
which many student unions across 
the country belong , including our 
very own Douglas Students' Union. 
They seem to think that that means 
you're a member too. And if paying a 
mandatory fee every semester towards 
services you may not want and towards 
political campaigns you may not agree 
with means that you're part of the club, 
well then, welcome aboard. 
You pay this organization your 
hard earned money and then they take 
and use it towards political campaigns. 
It doesn't matter what you believe, they 
have their own agenda that they wish 
to implement. Even on social issues . 
Just a few weeks ago CFS Ontario 
passed a motion that it would support 
student unions that wish to ban pro-
life groups from forming on campus. 
The reasoning? According to Sandy 
Hudson the Women's Commissioner of 
the CFS, being pro-life is akin to being 
a white supremacist or neo-Nazi . 
If you're a pro-life student, 
you paid her to say that. If you're 
pro-choice, you're paying to stifle 
free speech. An organization that 
enforces mandatory fees on students 
should never ever use those fees for 
contentious political purposes. CFS's 
slogan is "I am CFS." Ifl had a choice 
I most certainly wouldn't be CFS. 
CFS doesn't seem to believe that 
philosophical discourse has any place 
on university and college campuses in 
Canada. 
Financially speaking, the CFS's 
medical and dental plan is a huge 
hindrance on my own personal 
education. Full-time students (those 
enrolled in three courses or more) 
are automatically billed $260 every 
September. As a result, I have been 
forced to decide whether I can afford 
this third course and be forced to pay 
that extra sum. As a starving student, 
paying through the nose for just about 
everything on a very tight budget, I 
have always had to opt for just the two 
courses to save money. And since I 
don't have three courses-I don't get 
an all-zone bus sticker. Great. This plan 
should definitely be opt-in and those 
who truly feel that it is valuable can 
take advantage. Choice is good, but 
how much would that cost the unions? 
Ironically, to afford that third course, I 
would have to consider a student loan. 
Most services offered by the CFS 
and the unions are already available 
to the general public . For free sex 
advice and condoms, go to your 
nearest health clinic. For its student 
cell phones and plans service, the price 
differences versus going the regular 
route are negligible. For student 
housing options-it's called Craigslist. 
Instead of the Bookswap, for dirt cheap 
textbooks try Abebooks.com. 
Travel Cuts, the student travel 
agency is another unnecessary 
service, it doesn't seem to be that 
much better than other online travel 
agents . A comparison between 
Travel Cuts and discount travel agent 
cheapticketscanada.com for identical 
flights from Vancouver to Toronto 
yielded a measly one dollar advantage 
in price for the CFS travel agent, but 
even if you don't travel that year, you 
still pay CFS. 
The CFS's current campaign calls 
attention to the spiralling debts that 
students face yet student union fees 
at Douglas are $20.95 for 3.0 credits 
which represents an 8.2% premium, 
on top of tuition fees. Or in more frank 
terms-of the $13 billion of debt that 
they claim students are drowning in, 
nearly $1 billion of those dollars would 
have gone to CFS and the unions . 
Think of what Canadian students could 
do with $1 Billion. 
Anytime they want to reimburse 
burdened students for that and disband 
would be fine with me . It's the quality 
of the education that matters; not the 
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T he sta~dardized testing that is \ mandatory for stud~.Pt~ in g~a4es four, seven, and ten is a shame. 
The' tests ,do not take different leanting 
styles i11to consideration, giying students 
'who learn best from reading .and writing 
an advantage. Similarly, those who excel 
' . in math, as well, are given !Ul advantage. 
f over their peers. The tests are designed 
1 to suit those who excel in these subjects. 
Creativity is not v~lued, no~ is anything 
above mere technical writing. 
Some. might argue that the ' 
· tests provide a way to hold teachers 
accountable to the pubHc. However, 
accountability reports go out three times ·. 
yearly in all grades. After all, a child 
comes home three times ·a year with 
a report card, meaning this in~depth 
analysis of a child's progress shows 
more than any standardized test. They 
cover both the child's strengths and 
weaknesses over the period of a year. 
One test cannot do that. It is a mere 











It's not ,even done at the end of the year 
, when a child has had the opportunity to 
·catch up. Instead it's done only part of 
the way through the year when those on 
the lo~~r end of the learning curve are at 
a disadvantage. 
\ While I kn6~ that there are l;t:Z:y 
teachers out there; one test administered 
ev~ry three years just ddesn,'t cut it if · . 
you're going ·~ measure development. 
Suc,h a test, if it's to be ;tdministered at 
fill, should be administered in all grades 
at regular intervals throughout the · 
school year. This ~ould make teachers 
...,.. 
' wh~t a child already knew.rathf!r than 
actirlg as an acCountability measure fo~ 
tea~hers. 1 
, Children can go through some 
·pretty rQtten times. While teach~rs can 
take this into account when assigning 
a grade, a standardize~ test does not .. 
It doesn't care if Billy's dad died last ·. 
month or if Suzy's paren~ are going 
through a divorce. In light of these kinds 
of upheavals a test cannot measure 
what might be phenomenal growth or 
achievement. It doesn't have a starting 
point to measure against. A teacher does. 
The most important part of learning is ' 






' accountable, the measured factors are · 
what the child is learning and how much 
they have improved while being taught 
by their particular teacher. The way that 
it stands now, the test might only show 
end point. ~fter all, isn't that the point of 
education? 
ords Teache.rs need to act like professionals 
The Foundation Skills 
Assessment is a test 
taken by B.C. students in 
Grades 4, 7 and 10. The 
Ministry of Education 
says they allow teachers 
to "evaluate how well stu-
dents are achieving basic 
skills, and make plans to 
improve student achieve-
ment," but the B.C. Teach-
ers Federation says the 
FSAs are "misused by a 
private organization to 
rank schools based on a 
very narrow measure." So 
who's right about these 
controversial tests? 
By Garth Mclennan 
0 ne of the most leftist, militant organizations in the country, the British Columbia Teachers 
Federation (BCTF), is currently involved 
in yet another messy, public dispute. 
The ongoing issue this time for 
B.C. teachers is the Foundation Skills 
Assessment (FSA) tests that are 
administered to students in Grades 4, 7 
and 10. 
Before being faced with the prospect 
of launching an illegal strike, 85 per cent 
of B.C. teachers had voted outright to 
refuse to give out the FSA tests to their 
students. Along with showing heart-
wrenching ads of sad and forlorn looking 
children, the BCTF has said that the 
FSAs are unfairly used to rank schools 
in terms of academic performance and 
' that they are biased in favour of kids 
in wealthier districts while negatively 
reflecting on teachers. 
Well, at least one of those is true. The 
fact is that the FSA tests are basic, simple 
indications of a student's reading, writing 
and math skills. That's all. Of course, the 
BCTF is saying that they are a waste of 
time and money and that they are simply 
too hard on young students. 
That's a bunch of crap. The tests do 
not count towards student's grades and 
they are a good measure for parents as to 
where their kids are at, and despite the 
kicking and screaming from the BCTF, 
it isn't a bad thing for parents to know 
which teachers are doing their jobs and 
which aren't. There are a lot of dedicated, 
hard working teachers out there who 
really do make a difference, but let's face 
it, there are almost as many teachers who 
look forward to the three o'clock bell 
more than the kids do. 
I find it absolutely ridiculous 
that teachers feel they have a sense 
of entitlement that means they are 
exempt from any sort of scrutiny about 
their performance. In virtually every 
other profession in life, you have to be 
accountable to someone (well, maybe 
not the RCMP, but that's another story}, 
so why do teachers feel that they should 
be exempt? There are no repercussions 
for teachers who do a perennially poor 
job, and it is nearly impossible to have 
them fired or reprimanded at a~l for job 
performance. Can you name another 
profession where that's true as well? I~ 
is true that teachers have to put up with 
a lot, but not many other people can 
boast about getting off at 3 p.m., having 
weekends and holidays off, getting a 
lengthy break over winter, at least one, 
and often two, full weeks off at the 
beginning of spring and a two month 
break with no work over the summer? 
It is true that the FSA tests are not 
perfect, but they are not the evil that 
the BCTF is making them out to be. 
This is just another painful example of 
the BCTF wanting everything. They 
defend the worst teachers until the very 
end, regardless of job performance or 
behaviour and they seem to feel that they 
have the right to be immune to the type 
of job pressure that everybody else goes 
through. 
Again, this is not meant to be a hate-
on against all teachers. I feel bad for the 
truly good and dedicated teachers out 
there that are a model of professionalism, 
because there are many of them. The 
problem is that they get repeatedly 
caught in the middle of the arrogant and 
infuriating ravings of the BCTF. 
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Why you should floss: a chronology 
By Linda M. Tobias 
The first appointment: 
the dentist peers at my X-rays and 
confirms that I have a cavity. This is 
not a surprise to me. I've suspected for 
a few weeks (okay, months) that this 
might be the case. It was the pain that 
tipped me off. 
The second appointment: 
The freezing has set in and the dentist 
is drilling away. She stops and peers at 
me over her face mask. There's a look 
in her eyes that I don't care for. 
''I'm sorry," she says. "It's too late 
for this tooth, the decay 's too far in. 
I'm afraid you're going to need a root 
canal." 
I'm not sure what a root canal 
is, but judging from her expression, 
I assume it's painful. She seems to 
be expecting tears. I've been through 
childbirth, though-bring it on! 
The third, fourth and fifth 
appointment: 
The male dentist and his hygienist have 
Correction 
me head down, with a large telescope-
type thing above me. It blocks the view 
to the TV. They're removing the nerves 
from my tooth, I'm told. A slow, multi-
hour procedure that some genius (not 
me) decided should be split up over 
three separate appointments. I ask them 
to pull the tooth out instead. They seem 
to think I'm joking. 
The sixth appointment: 
Oh my God! I've swallowed my tooth! 
What the hell?! All that's left in my 
mouth is a raggedy stump where my 
tooth used to be and since I didn't spit 
anything out ... 
Turns out, what I ate was a 
temporary crown. It's biodegradable 
and losing it is no big deal, I'm assured. 
This is little comfort to me seeing 
as how I've rearranged my schedule 
and driven an hour to get here for no 
apparent reason. 
The seventh appointment: 
Gum surgery to make room for the 
crown. Enough said. 
No, wait, there is more to say: 
I'm breastfeeding. So I can't take the 
Tylenol 3s I've been prescribed. 
The eighth appointment: 
The stitches are removed. Another two 
hours spent in the car, driving to the 
office, this time for something I'm sure 
I could have accomplished myself with 
a mirror and manicure scissors. 
The ninth and tenth appointment: 
As of this writing, those appointments 
are scheduled for later this month. I'm 
assured that as soon as my new crown 
is in place on the second of these visits, 
everything will be complete. 
There's a new ache now, in a 
different tooth. I don't think I'll 
mention it to my dentist. Instead, I'll 
pay you $50 to smack me in the face 
with a crowbar. 
After all, I'm not a masochist. 
In our February 2"d issue, it was reported that Officer Scott Klassen of the New Westminster police force was implicated in the beating of a newspaper delivery man 
("The police need to be better," page 10). It was actually Jeff Klassen of the New Westminster police who was implicated. The Other Press regrets this error. 
Congrats, graduates! What wisdom do you have for us still at Douglas College? 
KaiJansson 
Print Futures 
((Persevere, don't give up; there is an end!" 
Bora Pheng 
Business 
ustudying never ends." 
Rosamelia Ruiz de Castilla 
Accounting Management 
uKeep working hard, because it will pay off at the end." 
CSRW held a Japanese movie marathon on Wednesday, 
February 11th. 
Excitement was in the air as Douglas prepared to honour its 
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By Justin Stock and Helen Clay 
Tuesday, February 17'h marks the world's first Pansexual and Asexual Visibility Day. The Douglas College Pride Collective will be in the concourse of the New Westminster Campus in 
support of this effort. To give some background information on these 
often poorly understood topics, Justin explains what pansexuality 
means and Helen writes about asexuality. 
Pansexuality, bisexuality and me 
Pansexuality is defined as an orientation characterized by possible 
romantic or sexual attraction to members of all genders. Many 
people ask me if that just means I'm bisexual: in a word , no. Part of 
pansexuality is including people that fall out of the gender binary (i .e. 
either male or female). The prefix "bi" indicates two, whereas "pan" 
is a Greek word meaning "all". Pansexuality is a new concept to many 
people , and indeed up until last year I was unaware of the full range of 
genders. 
One of the key ways to understand pansexuality is to re-evaluate 
your view of gender. The first thing to recognize is the difference 
between sex and gender. Sex is biological: your chromosomes, 
hormones and genitalia; whereas gender is a social role you usually 
(but not always) fulfill according to your sex. Gender identity is your 
perception of yourself as male , female , both, neither, or perhaps mixed. 
Trans gender is an umbrella term that covers a variety of people. 
Trans means "to change" so trans gender is to change your gender. 
A transsexual is someone who identifies full-time as a gender that is 
different from their biological sex. Many (but not all) transsexuals opt 
for hormones and/or surgery to varying degrees, medically changing 
their sex to line up with their gender identity. 
Trans gender also covers cross-dressers and drag kings and 
queens. Cross-dressers are people who wear clothing traditionally 
considered inappropriate for their gender, for example, men wearing 
dresses. Typically cross-dressers don't permanently identify as 
members of the gender they are cross-dressing as, but may do so 
temporarily while in the persona of the other gender. People that cross 
dress typically do it for self-pleasure and not to entertain others. Drag 
kings and queens are people who dress as members of a gender other 
than their own to entertain, usually for an audience, and may or may 
not identify as transgendered. 
Beyond these categories of transgendered, there are people who 
permanently reject the gender binary of male or female and have a 
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604.765.7887 
Add online courses 
to your regular studies 
Didn't get into the course you needed? 
Is your busy schedule making it difficult to 
balance schoolwork and a job? 
Thompson Rivers University can help by 
bringing education directly to you through 
Open Learning. With over 400 online and 
distance courses available for registration 
throughout the year, you can get the credits 
you need and transfer them back to your 
home institution. 
You can study when you want, where you 
want and even set your own exam schedule. 
For a complete list of Open Learning courses 








gender identity that is fluid and changing 
or simply non-gendered. Bi-gender is a 
term that describes people who have both a 
male and female gender identity, expressed 
at different times. They may identify as a 
man and be masculine in some situations 
and at other times identify as a woman and 
be feminine. They express themselves as 
distinctly masculine and distinctly feminine 
depending on context. 
In contrast, a genderqueer person (such 
as myself) feels neither male nor female and 
rejects the gender binary system, instead 
seeing gender as a spectrum with masculine 
and feminine at opposite extremes, and 
their own gender as somewhere along the 
continuum. A genderqueer person may use 
traditional gender pronouns, like he and 
she, interchangeably; or may opt for gender 
neutral pronouns such as Ze and Hir or s!he 
(in case you' re wondering I use she and he 
interchangeably). 
If all this information overwhelms 
you, don't worry! No one expects you to 
soak it in all at once; it's a lot to learn and 
understand. Basically, as I said before, 
pansexuality is a potential attraction to 
all people regardless of gender identity or 
biological sex. 
Asexuals aren't alone 
Asexuality is defined as an orientation 
characterized by a lack of desire for sex. It 
is distinct from celibacy, which is a choice. 
Because there has been very little awareness 
of asexuality to date, it is tempting to 
wonder what it is that "makes" someone 
asexual, and to view it as a disorder that 
needs to be fixed: but I would ask whether 
we'd do the same thing for hetero- or 
homosexuals. I think if you define a disorder 
as something that causes unhappiness, 
then asexuality is, of itself, certainly not a 
disorder-since finding out that I'm asexual 
and that I'm not the only one on the planet, 
I'm the happiest I've ever been; and that's a 
common feeling amongst asexuals. 
I'm no spring chicken, so how come 
I didn't know I was asexual until recently? 
IF YOU~BE WAY '1'00 BUSY TO APPLY 
FOB THIS SCB.OLABSBIP. WE REALLY THINK 
YOU SHOULD APPLY FOB THIS SCBOLABSBIP. 
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Jea.n-Philippe isn't just busy. He's crazy busy. Momaglng 
his biochemistry CO\\rses. Working 01\ an mv vaccine. Never Cetlsing to 
explore new ideas. If you're equally obsessed , you're a great oomdidat.e 
for the Millennium Excellence Award . It's a scholarship wortn up to 
$lO 000 plus unique learning opportunHies for students wl1o are not ?nly 
a.cadem..io achievers, but also leadex·s and innovators in their communities. 
Because it's about more than grades. It's about attitude. Show us yours. 
Millennium t.s bourses 
Scholarships + du miltenaf,. 
C:ANAOA IIIIHLUUI11Hl JC:KO~AltSMlP fOW!UtAliOH 
fOif~A'riO• CAII.UIUUU: OU .0Ul$U O' lfUOl$ OU •H.LhAI.IE 
FllfD 'fJl£ At>PUCATIOI F01UI 
.lJO) DE1DLIHE Af 
www.excellenceaward.ca. 
The answer is that there are different types 
of asexual . Many are quite content with 
their friends, and do not desire romantic 
attachments, while some are also averse 
to any physical contact. Others, like me, 
are termed "romantic" asexuals, because 
while we don't desire sex, we do long for a 
closer relationship with a special someone. 
I love physical affection, like hugs and 
cuddles and holding hands, but the problem 
I had in the past was that all these things 
come bundled up with an expectation that 
they will lead to sex. And while I'm not 
sex-averse, I'd really rather not go there! 
As a younger person, trying to cope in a 
marriage, both my husband and I assumed 
that there must be something wrong with me, 
and eventually we were driven to split up . lt 
wasn't until I found the Asexual Visibility and 
Education Network (AVEN, www.asexuality. 
org), that I realized I wasn't broken , or weird, 
or unreasonable-that it wasn't my fault and I 
wasn't the only one. 
AVEN was founded in 2001 by a San 
Franciscan called David Jay. David has 
worked tirelessly to spread awareness of 
asexuality in the US andAVEN is now a 
global community of asexuals meeting in 
forums and cities around the world to share 
knowledge and support amongst asexuals and 
everyone interested in asexuality. AVEN does 
not exist to classify people-you are simply 
invited to check out the forum, and if you feel 
that the label "asexual" fits you then it's yours 
to wear for as long as it helps you. A VEN also 
makes it clear that some medical conditions 
can lead to loss of libido, and if you are in 
any doubt you should of course con.sult a 
medical professional. 
My aim in holding this visibility day is 
to offer education and information to anyone 
interested. I want to get the message out that 
being asexual is just one more piece in the 
puzzle of humanity, and that no-one needs to 
feel alone, weird, or broken, ever again. 
I 
by MANDREWU'TER 
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physically possible, than that one should be iu""'d loose in 
I and remain absohuely unnoticed by all the members thereof. " James. Psychology. 
Thi.< i.< the quote thai begins U11> first known article on 
···-"Asexual and Autoerotic Women· Two Invisible Groups" 
T. Johnson. Such women. were so unnoticed in society that 
found it difficult tD find a vocabularv tD describe them· "There 
to be relailvd y [t~v appropnate w~s m the English language 
scribe the individual who, regardless of physical or emotional 
hon, actually sexual histocy, and manta! status or Ideological 
uon, seems to prefer not to engage m sexual achvtty. Oppressed 
<.."'nscns:u.s that lliey are non-e.xiswnt. these arc ~ 'wmohced' who 
this article aro called 'as<:xual' ··-by defaull " 
pg ; ThiS chaptor is found in a bool: calkd Tlw Sexually Oppres~d. It · 
I he Asexual Vtstbilit) and Education Ndl\!>rk 1\Cbslte 
The Pansexual and Asexual Visibility Day will be held on 
Tuesday. February 17'". and the Pride Collective will have a 
table set up in the New Westminster concourse. There will 
be lots of info on pansexuality and asexuality. and Justin and 
Helen will be there to answer any questions you may have. 
For more information or if you can't make the visibility day. 
come to the Pride Office. located in the New Westminster 
Students· Union Building (room 32X). The general office 
hours are posted around campus. Justin's hours are 12- 2 p.m . 
Mondays and HU0- 2:30 p.m. Thursdays. Helen is there 2-4 
p.m. on Mondays. 
Bye-bye, coach! 
By Kevin Wong 
C oaching is a very challenging job. In any sport the coach is usually the first person to get 
fired when his team does not perform 
well .. Recently, two soccer managers, 
Tony Adams, and Luiz Felipe Scolari 
were axed by their respective English 
Premier League teams, Portsmouth and 
Chelsea. 
Adams was one of the best 
defensemen for Arsenal and team 
England in the 1990s and being a 
soccer coach was probably a dream 
for Adams after his retirement. He 
had been the assistant manager for 
Portsmouth's last few seasons but on 
October 25'h, 2008, Adams replaced 
Harry Redknapp to manage the team. 
From that point on the team's results in 
the league were extremely poor. Their 
record was 2W-9L-4D. Which begs the 
question: is Adams coaching material 
or not? Well, the statistics don't lie and 
hopefully Portsmouth will play better 
with their new manager. 
So then, who would expect that 
Luiz Felipe Scolari to be fired by 
Chelsea after two thirds of the season? 
Surprising, isn't it? Scolari is one of 
the most famous soccer coaches in the 
world and has helped Brazil to win a 
World Cup, has coached Portugal in 
the World Cup as well as the European 
Championship. However, Chelsea 
isn't turning out to be that mighty this 
season. They are ranked in fourth place 
on the table with four losses being 
courtesy of the traditional "Big Three," 
Manchester United, Liverpool and 
Arsenal. 
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If you were the team owner or the 
chairman of Chelsea, what would you 
do to improve your club? Is firing the 
coach the best solution? In this case it 
seems so since Chelsea is now managed 
by Guus Hiddink, the head coach of 
team Russia. His fruitful coaching 
experience has helped South Korea to 
advance into the semi-final in the World 
Cup 2002 and helped Russia to advance 
into the semi-final in the Euro 2008 last 
summer. With any luck, Chelsea will 
improve now that Hiddink is in charge 
of the team. 
Douglas on course to make the playoffs 
By Tristan Noble 
two-game weekend series in 
en's basketball split between 
e Columbia Bible College 
Bearcats left the Douglas College 
Royals tied with the University of 
Capilano Blues for fifth place in the 
BCCAA standings. The first game, on 
Friday, February 6'h, saw an impressive 
Royals team cruise to an 81-63 victory 
over the Bearcats. The second game 
saw an improved and determined 
Bearcats side walk away with a 79-73 
win. 
With no returning players and 
a new head coach in Gil Cheung, 
it has been hard to aspire to the 
heights reached by Douglas' national 
championship-winning side of last 
season. Razzle-dazzle players like 
Andrew Sturgeon, Bol Kong and Billy 
McNutt are greatly missed but a couple 
new faces have stepped in to fill the 
void. Forward Jawauwn States and 
guard Drew Slaught have performed 
admirably at the helm of Douglas' 
offense . States is the current BCCAA 
leader in points per game with 22.9 and 
the rebounds leader with 12.9 rebounds 
per game. Slaught holds down fourth 
place in BCCAA men's scoring with 
18.8 points per game. 
Head Coach Gil Cheung comes 
to Douglas with a wealth of coaching 
and playing knowledge and experience . 
Cheung won the B.C. high school 
basketball championship with the 
Richmond Colts in 1998 and then went 
on to help lead Langara to the 1999 
CCAA national title . Cheung was then 
selected to be team captain at Brandon 
University, where he backed Brandon 
to four conference championships and 
two silver medals at the CIS national 
championships between 2000 and 2004. 
Cheung was also the assistant coach 
at SFU for the past two seasons . In the 
grand scheme of things, Douglas has 
chosen a really fantastic replacement 
for the departed head coach of three 
seasons, Jamie Oei. 
The Royals have harnessed their 
speed in the transitional game and 
have generated a great many scoring 
chances from quick breakout passes 
that often catch the defending team fiat 
footed. They have also tapped into their 
accuracy from beyond the arch to great 
effect. Both these facets of Douglas ' 
game were evident in the Friday victory 
overCBC. 
With just two games left on the 
regular season schedule, Douglas will 
look to clinch one of the final two 
playoff berths. Douglas' post season 
hopes will likely boil down to the 
final two games of the season against 
ninth-place Camosun College and first 
place Vancouver Island University. The 
Royals will also have to keep a close 
eye on the scoreboard with CBC and 
Kwantlen in close pursuit of the final 
playoff spot. That said, with a little help 
from other teams Douglas could ease 
into the corning post season; however, 
their fate is still truly in their own 
hands. 
With playotl hopes still very mm:h alive. 
Douglas will need all the fan support it can 
get. If stmknts or Faculty cannot make it to 
Douglas · New Westminster campus for the 
final games of the season . they can watch at 
home via the live wehcasts on the BCC AA 
website at www.bccaa .ca . 
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Give· Ph~lps 'a b~eak .. 
I n recynt weeks, American 
Olympic 
hero Michael 
"------' Phelps has 
taken a very public beating after he was 
photographed smoking marijuana at a 
fraternity party. Apparently his discretion 
was so compromised that Kellogg's, the 
famous cereal company, has terminated 
their sponsorship of Phelps. That's not 
all; USA Swimming has also levied a 
three month suspension on Phelps despite 
the fact that he didn't violate any of the 
body's meticulous and complex rules and 
regulations. 
To put it bluntly, this is just complete 
garbage. Kellogg's said in a statement that 
Phelps was "not consistent with the image 
of Kellogg's." Really? Well, I guess the 
White House has lower standards than the 
angels at Kellogg's, because the current 
president of the United States has admitted 
to smoking weed and it's a pretty safe bet 
that the previous president has as well. 
Obama went so far as to state "I inhaled 
frequently, that was the point." 
So Obama smoked some pot in 
college and he's fit to lead the free world, 
but USA Swimming has deemed the 23-
year-old Phelps a national disappointment? 
Come on, enough is enough. This is 
getting stupid. The guy is 23 years old. 
Understandably, Phelps is more than a 
little pissed off over this whole mess 
and has said publicly that he is seriously 
contemplating retiring from competitive 
swimming, including the future Olympic 
Games. 
To state the obvious, that would be 
a terrible loss for the entire sports world. 
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This is a superstar who won a record eight 
gold medals last year and actually got 
people genuinely interested and engaged 
with the Olympics. Besides, does USA 
Swimming realize how screwed they'd be . 
without Michael Phelps? All they have to 
do is take a look at the state of the PGA 
Tour since Tiger Woods has been sidelined 
with a knee injury to paint themselves a 
picture. 
Besides Michael Phelps, can you 
name even one other Olympic swimmer? 
I can't think of any, and that's a pretty 
solid indication of the average sports fan 
as well. Phelps is the type of athlete that 
can single handedly boost his sport, like 
Tiger Woods in golf or Wayne Gretzky 
in hockey. Without Phelps swimming 
will go back to being just another after-
school activity for kids in grade three and 
four. Phelps has literally put swimming 
on the sports map, and that isn't an 
understatement; for 95 per cent of people 
out there he's the only reason they even 
care about swimming. 
Now imagine if he decided to call 
it quits. While it isn't likely, it isn't out 
of the question either. After all, money 
isn't exactly an issue for the Baltimore 
native anymore. Even without Kellogg's, 
Phelps has major endorsement deals with 
heavy hitters like McDonald's, Coca-Cola, 
Omega, Mazda and Speedo. With those 
companies behind him, he won't be in bad 
financial shape any time soon. 
But just the fact that so many people 
out there are making such a big deal over 
all of this is beyond silly. So for all the 
people trashing Michael Phelps out there, 
give the guy a break. He's saving the sport, 
he hit the bong, and he's 23 years old. 
Enough is enough. 
/, 
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Wi·ll' th~y . lose Buc-k? .. · 
) 
By Garth Mclennan 
' ' Sports Editor 
I n an off-season of tremendous upheaval that' has seen an almost . complete revamping of the BC' 
' Lions roster, head c9a<;h and general · 
· manager Wally Buono did the 
expected lastTuesday when he signed 
• star slotback Geroy 'Simon to a three-
·year 'contract extension. 
It was a nice sign for Lions' fans 
who ha~e bad to endure Cameron 
Wake bolting to the NFL, Jason 
Cl~rmont being inexplicably cut and a 
nuq1ber of other roster re-toolings . 
Simon has already played eight 
prolific seasons in B.C. and his new . 
deal' will keep him here Until at 
least 2011. He's one of B.C .'s most 
dangerous offensive'weap<;ms and 
last year became the Lions\ all-time 
receiving yards leader. During his 
tenure with the Lions, Simon's career 
has been marked with success. He 
was a CFL-all star in 2003 , 2004, 
2006, 2007 and 2008 while also 
winning the CFL MVP award in 
2006. That year he also helped the 
Lions to a Grey Cup title while also 
leading the league in receiving yards 
and receptions . Last year he finished 
second in the CFL forreceiving with 
1,418 yards . 
Meanwhile, leading quarterback 
Buck Pierce has been designated by 
Buono as the team's number one QB, 
but that might not matter as Pierce is 
reportedly keeping his options open 
in terms of possibly suiting up in the 
National Football League. Pierce, 
27 , has played for the Lions for four 
years now and says that he has been 
in touch with six or seven of the NFL 
squads . 
Despite that though, the odds 
of Pierce landing a full-time NFL 
position are slim at best. He's coming 
off another injury-riddled campaign 
and while he is considered to be 
among the CFL's best when healthy, 
' ) 
,injuries have followed throughput his 
career and have taken a debili'tating , . 
toll. . , 
In 2006, on the iWay to~ Grey , · ' 
Cup win with the Lions, Pierce shined 
as he led the' GFL in completion 
percentage and was among the top-
rated quarterbacks. He earned his spot 
~hen starter Dave Dickens~n (wl;lO, 
now with the Calgary Stampedc;rs, has 
alsp been plagued by lasting injuries), 
went,down with frequent wounds 
arid Pierce's feHow backup, Jarious 
Jackson, didn't perf9rm up to snuff. 
Pierce has said that he 
understands that the NFL is a long ' 
shot but that he owes it to h,imself 
to explore all of his opportunities. · 
Buono has stated that after his play 
\ last season, where he again beat out 
Jackson for the starter's position, he 
has fully earned all the playing time 
he can handle and that right now he's 
the undisputed starter heading into · 
Lions' training camp. 
lh other Lions news, Buono has 
signed quarterback Jarious Jackson to 
a new contract that further solidifies 
the Lions' QB situation. Jackson, 
31 , has been battling with Pierce for 
the starter's job and is expected to 
be in tough to beat him this season. 
Jackson 's new deal will likely keep 
him with B.C. until2010 and in the 
unlikely event that Pierce sticks in the 
NFL, the job will then be Jackson's . 
Meanwhile, the raid of the 
Lion's roster continued with star 
tail pack Stephan Logan making thj;! 
switch to the NFL. He signed a two-
year contract with the Superbowl 
Champion Pittsburgh Steelers . 
Linebacker Jamal Johnson has 
already signed with the Tampa Bay 
Buccaneers and things could get even 
worse for the Lions this week as both 
of their star offensive linemen, Rob 
Murphy and Jason Jimenez are set 
to become free agents, Murphy has 
said that he will not sign a deal before 
assessing all of his options first . 
.'I 
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Friday & Saturday, Feb 13 & 14, 2009 
Men's Basketball 
II' Pmitl.r l 0/'tNitl.< C:P w L PT. PF PA +I - Home Awav Fri. Feb. 13 
Langara 89 CBC 64 
I ancouver lsland University .1/tubtl!'-!' 16 16 0 32 1321 1004 - 317 9 - 0 7-C Kwantlen 64 Ouest 57 
2 Lan _:t.ra Colle Flllt:'MJ 17 12 5 24 1211 ll61 -.. so 5 3 7-2 Douglas 56 UBCO 70 
j Be-Okanagan lll't11 16 tl :) 22 1180 1167 -13 S - 2 6 - 3 Capitano 80 UNBC 94 
4 uNUC J'im!Jrn~mYJ· 16 10 6 20 1349 1241 - 10 S- 2 
-
4 Camosun 63 VIU 73 
5 K~antlcn Polyt hnk Dl\'CN>it)• £1¥:1~ 17 9 16 1274 !307 · 33 S - 4 3 s 
0 Doug! C.ollege R(JJ't1/s 16 1 9 l4 1270 1300 - 30 -4 4- S Sat. Feb. 14 
Capitano u niv n.ity B/ui!S 16 1 9 14 1378 1333 • 4. 4 - -
__ , Langara 67 CBC 49 
Columbia Bible College &:rvrw 16 6 10 12 1146 12 . 142 2-1 4 - Kwantlen 59 Quest 48 
Camosun Colle e Gunx¥r.r 16 4 12 ll16 1169 . 53 2 -7 2 - 5 Douglas 76 ueco 87 Quest Universit)• Canada KcrmtKit: 16 0 16 0 1040 1315 - 27S 0 - 10 0 - 6 Capilano 94 UNBC 100 
Women's Basketball 
Ra nk TEAM~ :\1P M:W :\U.. GW CL PTS Fri, February 13 
UFV 3COTRO 25-19, 25-14, 25-13 
16 14 2 44 9 .2 CBC 3 Selkir1< 0 2&-20, 25-17, 25-16 
pilano niversity Bl11o· 16 1 l 41 13 6 UBCO 3 Douglas 0 25-21 , 25-21 ,25-18 3 an ouver t land ni \· .rsity /lflllilll.'/3' 16 13 3 42 12 26 
4 nivcrs.ity of the Fraser Valley CI.M-mk 16 12 4 37 19 24 
5 Columbia Bib! Coli e Bt-arr:at,• 16 i 9 27 33 14 Sat, February 14 
6 Doug!~ College H(f)'tlls 16 6 10 24 31 12 VIU 3 Camosun 1 25-15, 2&-12. 23-25, 25-10 
Camol'l.ln Colle c Clt1111{i"l'!f l6 It 17 3 tO UFV 3 Selkir1< 0 25-21, 25-10, 27-25 
Coli of the Ro·ki A•YIIIIM!tl.' 16 2 14 44 4 CBC3COTRO 26-24, 25-13, 25-13 
Selkirk Colleg Sllint.r 16 0 16 48 0 UBCO 3 Capilano 1 25-13, 23-25, 25-15, 25-10 
Men's Volleyball 
Rank teo' TEAt\ 1\'IP MW ML CW CL PTS Fri, February 13 
UFV 3 COTR 1 29-27, 25-22, 24-26, 2&-13 
1 's.nc:oU\' r [ land niv rsity . Van./11!13' 16 13 3 44 16 26 Selkirk 3 CBC 1 25-23, 15-25, 25-23, 2&-23 
2 ni~·cr.sity of the r r Vnlley ~.r 16 12 
"' 
lg 20 24 UBCO 3 Douglas 0 2&-15, 2&-18, 25-22 3 BC-Okan an II z-111 16 12 4 42 16 24 
4 Ca.mosun Coli g CI!IU/.'f!, 16 II 5 40 19 22 Sat, February 14 5 Dou I College k{IJ'lllt 16 9 7 2 29 18 
Capitano ni\ rsity Blun 16 7 9 2 32 14 VIU 3 Camosun 0 25-21 , 25-22, 2&-17 
Coll~~eofth Ro i A~YII1111C'ht' 16 4 12 17 40 UFV 3 Selkir1< 2 25-17, 25-9, 22-25, 19-25, 15-4 
6 • llo I Columbia Bible Collc~e lk~IIIS 16 3 13 17 43 6 COTR3 CBC 1 25-21 . 22-25, 25-10, 25-19 
Sclkir Colle e Smitrs 16 1 1 9 46 2 Capilano 3 UBCO 2 27-25, 18-25, 25-23, 22-25, 1&-11 
Women's Volleyball 
Jl ..!Pr>rn.:~ I tJPom!f Q!! ~ 1 PTS Pf' PA +/ - Hom Awav Fri. Feb. 13 
Langara 80 CBC 48 
I Camosun C.oll. ge CIJIUf.'t'I'Y 16 15 30 1139 09 -330 9 0 6 - 1 Kwantlen 66 Quest 56 
.? Ul' 7imkmrJI~'t' 16 12 4 :!4 10.5 97 -L 5 2 7-2 Douglas 60 ueco 54 
.J pilano Uni,·e~ity fll11t<J 16 12 4 4 1141 98 - 243 5 - I 7-3 Capilano 58 UNBC 49 
4 V3.0eouver ! land Univ r<.ity .llllliAl'l'l 16 10 G 20 1025 804 - 21 6 3 4 - 3 Camosun 62 VIU 55 
5 Lan,_ :t.ra Colle e 1-illclNIJ' 17 10 1 20 tOts G2 •SJ 6 - 2 4 - S 
0 UBC-Okanagan 1/z-m 16 8 16 1023 931 -92 S-2 3- 6 Sat. Feb. 14 
Oougw College K(J_)'t1/s 16 6 10 12 821 1 0 -31 3 4 3 - 6 Langara 83 esc 50 
K\\ 3Jltlcn Pol)'techni Lnl\· ~ty .liwfz-s 17 12 10 998 1095 -97 3 - 6 2 - 6 Kwantlen 61 Quest 50 
Quest University Canada Kt<mtotks 16 3 13 6 783 989 -206 2 - 8 I - 5 Douglas 33 UBCO 58 
Columbi Bible College lkiU't:'lltS' 16 0 16 0 sst 1376 . 25 0 9 0 -7 Capitano 81 UNBC 94 
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CANUCKS CORNER Kesler shines as Sundin finally finds form 
By Garth Mclennan, Sports Editor 
With the Canucks putting a modestly decent record together over the past week and a half, two players have really stepped up their games 
to help put Vancouver back in the playoff hunt. 
breakout season and is quickly establishing himself as 
one of the best two-way forces in the NHL. After being 
firmly entrenched in his role as a shutdown defensive 
center that could score the occasional goal , Kesler has 
been Vancouver's most consistent offensive player. Over 
the last little while and even when Vancouver was tanking 
hard during their nine game losing streak, Kesler 's play 
was admirable. After 53 games, Kesler sits third in team 
scoring with a strong 35 points. He has easily been the 
team's most improved player this season and has been 
driving the team almost singlehandedly. 
Mats Sundin and Ryan Kesler have really been 
hitting their stride lately and while it's a pleasant surprise 
for Canucks' fans. Whenever Kesler hits the score sheet, 
as he's been doing with increasing frequency lately, fans 
rejoice but for Sundin the most common feeling fans 
experience when he scores is relief. 
After all , it wasn't that long ago that many in the city 
were calling for Sundin's head. He had joined the club to 
much fanfare; he was out of shape and despite showing 
brief flashes of brilliance, he was being thought of as the 
team's next Mark Messier. He was not turning out to be 
the saviour many had expected. 
In the last four games Kesler has been a beast. He's 
chalked up 10 points in that span, including six goals , 
and fans have been able to see his previously dormant 
offensive game evolve rapidly to the point where he is 
now considered to be a consistent point producer on his 
new line with Sundin and Pavol Dernitra. 
Thankfully that has, for now at least, changed. 
It isn't a stretch at all to rank Kesler among the best 
in the league when it comes to Selke Trophy candidates. 
The Selke Trophy is awarded annually to the forward 
who best excels in the defensive aspects of the game and 
without a doubt that is tailor-made for Kesler. 
Sundin has been red hot in the Canucks' recent resurgence 
and practically pushed Vancouver to victory against the 
St. Louis Blues last Tuesday. Sundin was a monster in the 
faceoff circle and managed to repeatedly get himself into 
perfect scoring position. Infact, he scored twice in this 
crucial win for the Canucks. 
Meanwhile, Ryan Kesler has been enjoying a 
Many of the Canucks, and particularly goaltender 
Roberto Luongo, have been sub-par of late, but if Sundin 
and Kesler can keep up their superb play it might not even 
matter. 
Where are they now? By Garth Mclennan 
Andrew Golota 
Now 41, Polish fighter Andrew Golota 
is remembered as one of boxing's 
all-time greatest losers . He's been 
at the center of controversy over the 
years; his ridiculous bout against Mike 
Tyson, in which he panicked and ran 
from the ring after taking a few blows 
from Iron Mike is the first that springs 
to mind. 
He hasn't fought since January 
of 2008 when he defeated drifter 
Mike Mollo by a 12-round decision 
and between that fight and now, he 
has also had his share of legal issues. 
He's been in trouble for everything 
from impersonating a police officer 
at a traffic stop to sexual assault to 
various weapons offenses. He has also 
displayed a remarkable inability to 
drive properly as he's been subject to 
numerous lawsuits, the most recent of 
which came in 2007 when he disabled 
a young teenage girl. 
like the majority of older fighters 
who fade away slowly, Golota has 
practically dropped off the map and 
his future is completely up in the air. 
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Riddick Bowe 
Remembered mainly for his trilogy 
of legendary bouts with Evander 
Holyfield that made him the first man 
to ever defeat Holyfield and become the 
undisputed heavyweight champion of 
the boxing world, Riddick "Big Daddy" 
Bowe is now 41 years old and has just 
begun his third comeback to the ring. 
Fighting on the undercard in 
Germany on December J3'h, 2008, Bowe 
defeated journeyman Gene Pukall by 
decision in eight rounds. Throughout his 
career, Bowe was heralded as one of the 
most talented fighters in history, but also 
for being brutally out of shape. That is 
still the case today, except without the 
talented part. In his recent fight, Bowe 
looked tremendously overweight and 
for fans it was a sad look at how far he's 
fallen from his glory days . Days when 
he had the potential to be one of the all-
time greats. 
Bowe has never been known 
for his hard work. He has made three 
unsuccessful comeback attempts and 
flunked out of the United States Marines 
after just a few days. It is unknown if 
he'll ever fight again. 
George Foreman 
Perhaps one of boxing's best 
businessmen, George Foreman, 60, 
has been able to stay relevant after 
the conclusion of his boxing career. 
Foreman has a long line of popular 
products that keep him wealthy, the 
most prominent of which is the famous 
George Foreman Grill. 
One of the oldest heavyweight 
champions in history, he won his last 
title at age 46, Forman has been a 
regular fixture on the commentating 
scene, and has become known for 
his contradictory nature on the 
microphone and his botched sentences. 
One of his beauties was "Well, I've 
thumbed a lot of opponents in my 
day." 
Foreman is a member of the 
International Boxing Hall of Fame 
and has ten children (all named 
either George or Georgetta) with five 
different women. Currently, Foreman 
has his own reality television show, 
Family Foreman, and is a part-owner 
of the Panther Racing IndyCar team. 
Michael Moorer 
Another former world champion in 
the heavyweight division, Michael 
Moorer, 41 , has said that he wants to 
make his own return to boxing, but 
that possibility is unfulfilled so far. 
Moorer first retired in November 
of 1997 when he was KO'ed by 
Evander Holyfield. He made a short-
lived comeback a few years later 
and competed primarily against 
journeymen fighters . However, these 
didn't lead to title opportunities and 
he eventually re-retired to enter the 
training game. 
Like many former high-profile 
boxers, Moorer began to guest-
comrnentate for big time fights on 
ESPN and HBO. Aside from his 
announcing and fight training duties 
Moorer has also, oddly, taken up 
a position as the bodyguard of the 
world's greatest golfer, Tiger Woods. 
He has been seen a few times in 
the company of Woods at prolific 
tournaments and has been reported as 
Tiger's protector. 
Moorer hasn't fought 
professionally since July of 2004. 
Ticketmaster's ticket-vending monopoly 
Bruce Springsteen and other artists fight back against the money-
grubbing organization with a monopoly on how we buy tickets 
By Jay Schreiber 
Have you ever been to a concert and thought you were just a little over-charged? Do you 
ever check the price of a ticket before 
buying it, only to do a double take 
once you have the ticket in hand? 
Ticketrnaster (the premiere ticket 
vending organization) is gouging prices 
worse than gas pumps and taking it out 
on you, the ticket-buying public. 
An average concert at a large 
venue nowadays costs around $65 
for a decent seat (such as GM 
place, lower bowl) and that's 
usually before the event sells 
out. But, in order to buy a ticket, 
you must pay a Ticketrnaster 
Convenience Charge of around 
10-15 bucks (no joke!) in order 
to get your ticket printed. Tag that 
on top of the standard GST and 
you're paying well over $80 for 
your once semi-affordable seat. 
Am I the only one who 
thinks that this is ridiculous? My 
aunt used to tell me stories of 
when she used to go see Stevie 
Ray Vaughn play two full sets for 
three bucks! It seems that concert 
going in this day and age is more 
of a racketeering operation than 
anything else. If you put aside 
the 80 bucks you're paying to 
step inside the door, there's still 
the $7.50 you have to cough up 
to Molson for a refreshment, and 
the $35 it costs for a t-shirt to 
remember the night with. 
This is madness! Recently, 
Ticketrnaster has found a way to 
make even more money off of 
concert-goers, by listing events as 
"sold out" and then reselling set 
aside tickets for an inflated price. 
One of these companies 
is called TicketsNow, a ticket 
scalping site that sells the once 
$65 ticket for upwards of $500. 
This operation was first brought 
to the media's attention when 
people who tried to buy tickets 
for the Flight of the Concords 
show in Vancouver were told that 
the event was sold out and were 
redirected from Ticketrnaster.ca 
to TicketsNow mere moments 
after the tickets went on sale. It 
appears that Ticketmaster would 
rather set these tickets aside to 
sell for more money later than to 
sell the tickets at the original set 
price. 
Bruce Springsteen fans 
had a similar experience, with 
tickets to his show reaching the 
thousands of dollars through 
similar scalping websites. In 
addition to TicketsNow, StubHub 
and Ticketrnaster's Auction 
websites have a similar scheme of 
forcing people to buy tickets at a 
substantially higher price . 
So how is Ticketmaster getting 
away with this? Well, scalping is not 
technically illegal in British Columbia, 
so they really aren 't doing anything 
that is against the law. The saddest part 
is that there are no other organizations 
that sell tickets to these events, so 
everyone is forced to go through 
Ticketrnaster. 
With the artist only seeing about 
$3-5 from each ticket, you have to 
wonder where the rest of the money 
from these events is going, never mind 
the $10 service charge. When asked 
about this , Ticketrnaster stated that 
everything is related to building and 
service fees, and that little profit is seen 
on their end. Again, I find this hard to 
believe. 
In a statement explaining why he's 
suing Ticketrnaster, Bruce Springsteen 
simply put that "there 's a conflict of 
interest, and Ticketrnaster doesn't seem 
to care about promoting events as much 
as it does collecting money." 
money back 
Bey once, 
take your ''jelly'' 
elsewhere 
By Chloe Bach, Assitant Editor 
T here are truly no words to describe the extent to which Beyonce wears on my nerves. Believe me when I say I cannot 
wrap my head around people like her, at all. Our 
business manager, Mark Fisher, is going to get all 
up in my face for writing this but I will write it 
anyways in hopes that people like Mark will come 
to realize how nice it would be if Beyonce just 
disappeared and took all her terrible music with 
her. 
I have found that some people are somehow 
very impressed with her music and her voice, 
and when I find people like that, I end up liking 
them a little bit less. Beyonce's voice is shrill and 
obnoxious and not the least bit enjoyable. Every 
time I hear "Single Ladies" I wish I had a couple 
Percocet and a shot of Jack. 
She has also managed to match that 
insufferable voice of hers with a high-maintenance 
diva attitude. She demonstrated her self-described 
"sweet" attitude when she refused to walk past 
the two-block safety perimeter to her limousine 
from the president's inaugural ball. But apparently 
she cried and stamped her feet for long enough 
that they broke their security standards to bring 
her limo right to her. Poor, poor Beyonce. Two 
blocks? That really is an atrocity. 
But who knows, maybe that temper tantrum 
was thrown by her new alter-ego "Sasha Fierce." 
You know, her sexier, sassier stage personality? 
It seems a lot like having an imaginary friend to 
me, or playing doctor, or in her case, like having 
schizophrenia. What kind of sane adult goes on 
the record talking about the other person they like 
to pretend to be sometimes? 
Like her fellow Destiny's Child members I 
am sick of Beyonce. I was never ready for her 
jelly and would like her to take her fake music, 
fake personalities and fake weave elsewhere. 
Jay-Z though, that guy can stay. 
The only thing "giving love a bad name'' is Jon Bon Jovi 
By Jay Schreiber 
A h, the 1980s, a decade that sparked atrocious fashion statements and depleted 
communism. If there's one thing that 
the '80s taught us, it's that big hair does 
not equal good music! 
Hair metal became all the rage as 
pop bands decided to grab guitars but 
keep the heartache. Groups such as 
Bon Jovi, Twisted Sister and Van Halen 
busted onto the scene with single after 
single along with their huge aerosol 
bottles of hair junk. This week, I'd 
like to take a moment to point out the 
obvious, and give these kings of crap 
rock their just desserts. 
Bon Jovi (or BJ) is probably the 
worst of the bunch with their crotch 
stuffin', stale Iovin' form of rock that is 
enough to turn me off of hair products 
for good . With enough makeup to host 
a cabaret, Bon Jovi consists of nothing 
more than couple of show-boating 
pansies claiming to be the greatest 
thing since sliced bread. 
Bon Jovi 's music is the epitome of 
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lame and forgettable with catchy four-
chord progressions that repeat and fade 
out at the end of every song. Lyrically, 
their songs are about dealing with hard 
times and being dealt a bad hand, with 
a sprinkle of heartache. What the hell 
would this band know about hard times 
or heartache? After every show, they'd 
have to limit the amount of groupies 
they could have back stage for fear of 
being shut down by the fire marshal! 
Their frontman, Jon Bon Jovi, has 
had the most profitable career of them 
all , producing several singles of his 
own. His solo music could be compared 
to country and adult alternative, and 
he has a half-assed acting career to 
accompany it. Jon Bon Jovi 's only 
real redeeming quality is amongst the 
ladies, you know, "those golden blond 
locks." But with hair that big you have 
to wonder what he's compensating for. 
While metal in the traditional 
sense has to do with thrashing riffs and 
lyrics about drugs and murder, Bon 
Jovi seems to lose this badass edge 
somewhere in the mix. To put this 
statement in context, Bon Jovi is the 
Parental Advisory Board's version of 
heavy metal, aesthetically pleasing to 
both parents and 12-year-old girls. Not 
to say that 12-year-old girls don't listen 
to metal, but when was the last time 
you heard a pre-teen rave about the 
Slayer? 
Bon Jovi and other glam metal acts 
of the ' 80s are all garbage and continue 
to rot with each passing year. This is 
why those bands cut off their hair and 
dropped off the radar; they sucked then, 
and they suck now. Jon Bon Jovi is 
"Wanted Dead or Alive," and the only 
reason he hasn't been beaten to death 
by the metalheads in Pantera t-shirts is 
because he's still "Living on a Prayer." 
\ ' 
One moment can change your life 
By·Joy Kim 
I cried again. . · Not because of my boyfriend and not because 
of another virus on my laptop 
either. This time it's because of 
... 
the movie: Bella. Despite my 
tendency to cry often and easily 
whenever I read a touching book 
or watch a sad fihri, this movie is 
actually worth. crying over. 
It all begins one fateful day 
in New York Cfity, when Jose 
(Eduardo Verastegui), a former 
international soccer player turned 
chef at his brother's restaurant 
sho~s some empathy for a young 
pregnant woman, Nina (Tammy 
Blanchard), who has been fired 
after showing u~ late for work. 
After picking up the teddy belu 
Nina had ~opped on her way 
out he runs after her to• return 
the bear to a downhearted Nina, 
adding, "It's unconscious, but I 
think it will survive." When Nina 
eventually reveals to him that 
she's pregnant Jos~' leiids an ear 
while she divulges her problems. 
and decides to spend the day with 
her instead of going back to the 
restaurant. 
Together, Jose an~ Nina 
talk about life and Jose opens 
up to her about his past; sharing 
how he killed a little girl in a car 
accident, and how that mistake 
has changed his life forever. 
He tells her that he is haunted , 
by memories of the accident 
as well as the girl's mother's 
unwillingness to forgive him, and 
that this guilt is what resulted 
in his loss of passion for soccer. 
\ 
But with every mistake there is 
redempti,on and :Uter an eventful 
afterno<;m, Jose and Nina head 
1 to the beach where they spend 
the remainder of the night 
reminiscing before going their 
separate ways. 
The next time Nina and 
' Jose meet Jose is accompanied 
by a little blonde girl. It quickly , 
beco~es clear that Jose has 
adopted Nina's child named 
Bella. Thanks to. Nina, Jos~ is 
given another chance to free 
himself from the guilt from the 
ac~ident, while Nina herself ~s · \ 
relieved from the task of raising a . 
child as a single mother. 
"Bella" is definitely a 
movie about values-family 
·values as well as friendship. 
There aren't any violent scenes, 
car explosions, or even sexual 
aspects which are often prevalent 
in Hollywood films, but still, tlie 
. film is moving and real. W~ching 
this film not oni:r left with me 
a sense of hope, it made me a 
believer that just "one moment 
can change a life fortjver." 
Go from classroom to career with the·· 
School of Business at BCIT. 
' Launch or advance your okreer with BCIT's School of Business specialized part- ahd 
full-time programs. Learn from industry experts, make valuable connections, and gain 
an unparalleled experience. 
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·Bin 942 
1 By Ashley Whillans, Arts & Entertainment E;ditor 
. ) 
I · i • 
Have y0u "Bin?" I~conspicuously nestled between ~ hat shop and book store, Bin 942 is one of 
Vancouver's best-kept secrets. The perfect spot for 
a quiet evening encounter, Bin 942 offers a unique ' 
· by-the-gla~s wine list, a delicious menu and is 
conveniently located on 1521 West Broa~way,just 
across the GranviHe Street Bridge. 
1 · "The Bins" (there are two, Bin 941 and Bin 942) 
were started in 1988 by ex-rocker and classically-
trained chef Gofd Martin. Martin dreamed of ~erving 
miniature masterpieces, and made this dream a reality 
with his innovative tapas-inspired menu. 
While this menu boasts all sorts of traditional and 
exotic tapas, the star item has to be the "Yukon gold 
mountain pommes frites," a.k.a. the French fries. These 
are no ordinary potatoes; stacked tall, these French 
fries are a warm, shoe-string sliced mountain of heaven 
, drizzled in balsamic vinegar. The best part, a couple of 
glasses of wine later, and they taste even better! 
Bin 942 is definitely one of the busiest little bars 
in the city (for good reason) and it seems that no matter 1 
when I go, it is always packed . Despite being a very 
small restaurant, it is not noticeably loud; my friend and 
I managed a fairly intimate conversation without any 
notice of the completely full restaurant surrounding us. 
Overall , the dimly lit room, wine selection, and 
sensual atmosphere make Bin 942 a classy stand-out 
on Vancouver's wine and tapas scene, and one of my 
personal favourite wine and dine destinations . 
Not to mention the sister restaurant Bin 94 which 
is located at 941 Davie Street makes the upscale lounge 
accessible wherever you are in the city! For dates, 






Fiore Films screens acclaimed alternative 
health videos at Douglas College 
By ·Ashley Whillans, Arts & 
Entertainment Editor 
Andrew Fiore, of Fiore Films, recently screened his latest work, Becoming Sound: 
The Healing Journey and Metabolic 
Therapy: The Ludde Protocol at the 
David Lam Campus, sharing his 
valuable knowledge about alternative 
health practices with the students and 
faculty of Douglas College. 
Starting as far back as his college 
days, Fiore has "pushed the envelope" 
to make work he believes in. As 
a graduate of the Ryerson Film & 
Television Program in Toronto, Ontario, 
he was once suspended for taking out 
life-insurance under his school's name 
to complete a somewhat dangerous 
independent project. Today, as a 
filmmaker and alternative health activist, 
Fiore continues to fight for what he 
believes in, no matter the cost involved. 
Growing up in an Italian family 
who valued homemade cooking and 
fresh ingredients, Fiore's childhood 
became the foundation from which the 
film-maker would expand his interests 
in natural remedies, and the power of 
healthy eating. 
After conducting personal research 
from 1995 to 1996, while his mom was 
suffering from cancer, Fiore stumbled 
on Taheebo, a tea made out of tree 
bark, which is used to revitalize cells 
in patients with cancer. Fiore thought 
people should know about this, so he 
quickly began putting together his first 
film, Becoming Sound: The Healing 
Journey. The film took over two years 
to make, and focuses on Taheebo as 
an alternative method of healing, in 
addition to exploring other methods and 
natural cures. 
Upon meeting metabolic 
practitioner Frank Ludde, Fiore was 
commissioned to make Metabolic 
Therapy: The Ludde Protocol. Frank 
Ludde, a metabolic practitioner, claimed 
to be able to cure any illness in twelve 
weeks using an innovative intramuscular 
therapy technique. While documenting 
Ludde's work, Fiore spent an entire 
summer following the lives of some 
of Ludde's terminally ill patients, 
who were, at the time, being kept in a 
mansion on the British Properties in 
Vancouver. 
Metabolic Therapy: The Ludde 
Protocol is primarily centered on 
Ludde's methods of curing toxaemia, 
the state your body reaches when it has 
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too many toxins. According to Fiore, 
Ludde's techniques aimed at detoxifying 
people's systems in order to cure their 
illnesses and centered on a simple 
concept. 
"If you smoke too much, drink too 
much, or put too many chemicals into 
your body at a fast rate, your body will 
no longer be able to eliminate toxins 
and you will get sick. The type of illness 
you get [will] depend on your genetic 
pre-disposition, if you are run down 
you might get a cold, but chances are 
if you are a smoker and genetically 
predisposed to get cancer, you will get 
cancer," Ludde said. 
However, before Ludde could 
complete his research, he was arrested 
by the RCMP, and died mysteriously. 
Fiore was then forced to terminate 
filming and moved back to Toronto to 
edit the film. A couple of months before 
the release of Metabolic Therapy: The 
Ludde Protocol, Fiore himself was 
arrested, and his footage confiscated. 
Eventually the charges were dropped 
and he was released with most of his 
tapes intact. 
Although the film became a sort 
of infomercial for Ludde's clinic, 
which was short lived after Ludde died, 
Fiore's film centers on the importance 
of consi~ering natural alternatives to 
chemotherapy. 
How did Fiore's journey lead him 
to Douglas College? Well, thanks to an 
ex-professor in the Faculty of Nursing 
at Douglas College, Fiore was invited 
not only to screen his films at the 
college, but was also commissioned 
to make a new documentary entitled 
Red Fox: Recreation as Medicine . This 
documentary is for Vancouver Coastal 
Health's "Red Fox Program," which 
is handing out 34,000 recreational 
passports to Aboriginal students 
province wide, who can then redeem 
passport stamps for outdoor and 
recreational activities . 
While he has retired from making 
alternative health videos, Fiore 
continues to promote his films; sharing 
his videos with students, colleges and 
universities across the country in hopes 
of inspiring medical practitioners and 
patients to consider natural alternatives 
to chemotherapy, and spread the word 
about nature-based cures . 
It's Not Me, It's You 
Lily Allen 
I was worried that Lily Allen might 
tone herself down on her second album 
in order to appeal to more listeners 
however, if anything, she goes too 
far on It 's Not Me, It's You. Almost 
every song is a caustic dagger through 
the heart of some aspect of modem 
society, delivered in her signature 
dry British manner. There are a few 
lovey-dovey ballads at the end of the 
album, but they're barely noticeable 
in comparison. This album is all about 
Lily putting people in their place, 
hence the album's name. She does 
spend the majority of the album up on 
her high horse looking down on people 
who are less perfect, but there are 
enough songs where she beats up on 
herself to balance that out, including 
the must-hear lead single ''The Fear," 
and the techno-y "Back to the Start." 
This album isn't as good as her debut, 
but it's worth listening to even just to 
hear her rhyme the word "suicidal" 
with "Creedence Clearwater Revival ." 
-Mark Fisher 
Sticks and Stones 
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Marvel Ultimate Alliance 
Activision 
Seeing as how I'm both an only child 
and a female I never really had any 
video games. I never even had much 
of a desire to play them, but these days 
my sentiment has been changing and 
I would like to credit that change to 
Marvel: Ultimate Alliance.Actually, 
screw changing sentiments, I'm 
straight up obsessed with this game. 
It is ridiculously fun. I get to choose 
which character to play, several of 
which are large-breasted, scantily-
clad women with boss super-powers 
and the goal is to prevent the Masters 
of Evil from conquering the world. 
Who wouldn't want to do that? 
As you navigate your way through 
the challenges with your team of 
four skilful superheroes you unlock 
different outfits and other characters, 
pick up skill upgrades, and add points 
onto your avatars different powers and 
incredibly dangerous moves. Keep up 
your health and energy though; it's the 
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Meat Lover's Pizza The Death of Adam 
Pizza Hut 88-Keys 
If someone liked to mix five With The Death of Adam, Kanye 
different types of wine together West's protege 88-Keys has created an 
and drink it, would we call them album that is not only highly listenable, 
a wine lover? No, we'd call them but could also be one of the realest 
someone with a drinking problem. takes on dating and relationships in 
If someone ordered five deserts, the 21" century. Through the story of 
would we call them a desert lover? Adam, a regular guy who just wants 
No, we'd call them someone to find a good woman, 88' fleshes out 
with an eating problem. So why a Shakespearean tragic figure for the 
is someone who wants to have age of Facebook and text messages . 
several different types of meat on Normally a producer, 88' is the primary 
top of something that's already rapper on Adam and while his voice is 
pretty fattening a "meat lover?" No alright, it's always obscured by heavy 
wonder obesity is such a growing vocal processors. At his best he really 
problem! Meat lovers ' pizzas are does a good job of evoking The Roots 
just another culprit in a long line of but at his worst sounds like Akon 
symbols representing our culture's without the charisma; fortunately, it's 
over consumption and desire to more often the former than the latter. 
have everything at once. Hey, I The guest spots are fantastic on this 
enjoy eating meat too, so don't tell album; there are some respectable 
me that I'm not a meat lover just unknown MCs but Kanye West and 
because I eat one type of meat at a Redman are the big guns. It's a very 
time. Remember people, this isn't diverse album that shows the depth of 
your last meal , you're just having a 88's vocabulary of beats and shows 
get together. Moderation! promise for his future releases. 
-Mark Fisher - Liam Britten 
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